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woman bound themselves to cohabit for a year
and a day and at the end of that period either
confirmed their contract by a regular marriage
or separated
Hansard, the title given to the official reports of
Parliamentary debates so named after take
Hansard who in 1774 became partner in a firm
of printers to the House oe Commons His son
T C Hansard was first the printer and then the
publisher of an unofficial scries of parliamentary
debates inaugurated by William Cobbett in
1803 In 1909 production was taken over by
HM. Stationery Office and todays volume"
contain full substantially verbatim reports of
what is said in both Houses of Parliament
Hanseatic League was a confederation of North
German towns established about 1241 for pur
pose, of mutual protection m carrying on inter
national commerce The League became so
powerful that it was able to dominate the
foreign trade of Norway Sweden Denmark
and even to some extent of London. A branch
was established in London and had its guild hail
m Cannon Street for hundreds of years The
League existed down to the middle of the 17th
cent Hamburg Lubeck, and Bremen are the
only cities which as free ports still by eornmer
cial courtesy retain the name of Haase towns
Hansa 13 Old High German for Association or
Merchants Guild
Hapstmrg (Ber Habsbarg) the ruling bouse of
Austria 1282-1918 held title of Holy Koman
Emperor 1438-1806 except for 1740-5 The
aggrandisement of the Hapsburg family was
mainly broughu about by a series of fortunate
marriages In Io21 when the Hapsburg powei
was at its zenith Charles V divided his donun
ions into two branches—Austrian Hapsburg and
Spanish Hapsburg The Hapsburg Danuhian
Monarchy dates from 1626 when the Hungarian
and Bohemian crowns were united with the
Austrian patrimony of the Hapsburg The
triple union lasted 400 years The murder of
the heir to the Hapsburg thrones Francis
Ferdinand at Sarajevo in 1914 provoked the
outbreak of the First World War Francib
Joseph s great nephew Charles abdicated in
1918 (Prof C A Macartney's authoritative
work The Sabsbura Emvife 1790-1S18 was
published m 1169)
Hare, species of the Lepu-s genus distributed
widely through the N hemisphere Noted for
having four upper front teeth one pair behind
the other short tufted tail, a clef n upper hp and
longer ears and limbs than the rabbit It does
not burrow The young are born with hair and
able to see A swift animal hunted with grey
hounds in the sport called coursing See Game
Harleian MSS. comprise some thousands of
volumes of MSS and documents collected by
the first Earl of Orford (1661-1724) and his son
Edward After the death of the latter his
widow handed the MSS over to the nation for
£10 000 and they are deposited in the British
Museum
Harlequin, the buffoon of ancient Italian comedy
As adapted to the British stage, however harle
quin is a pantomime character only in love with
Columbine appearing in parti-coloured gar
ments and carrying a wand, by which he
exercises a magic influence in thwarting the
fantastic tricks of the clown and pantaloon.
Hannattan, a dry wind which may blow between
January and May across the Sahara to the Gulf
of Guinea Although affording relief from the
tropical heat vegetation withers because of its
extreme dryneas and much irritation is caused
by the clouds of flue dust which it carries.
Harmonic Motion, regular periodic; motion of
the kind exemplified by a ball bobbing up and
down at the end of a spring and by the piston
m a steam engine. It may be simple (simple
harmonic motion) or composed of two or more
simple harmonic motions In simple harmonic
motion the acceleration is proportional to the
distance of the moving body from its original
rest position
Harp-seal, the ordinary Greenland seal, •with a
dark harp-shaped Tnarfcnuy on its back, hence its
name It abounds in Newfoundland waters
and further northward towards the Arctic
Harpy Eagle, a large bird of prey named from the
winged monsters of Greek mythology inhabit
 ing the forest regions of Central and South
America There are eight species one with
handsome grey plumage and large crest which
attacks and frills animals much larger than itself
and was called by the Aztecs winged wolf
Harrier a bird of prey of the falcon family of
the various species distributed over the world
three breed m Britain the moorland Hen
hairier the Marsh harrier and Montagus
harrier They are large birds with long tails
long legs long wings and gliding flignt They
nest on the ground and eat smiD mammals
frogs lizards and Email birds
Hartebeest common African antelope of a grey
brown colour witn ringed and knotted horns
bending backward and tapering to sharp points
gregarious of large size and capable of domesti
cation There are several T>ecies
Harvest Bug a very small insect of a dark red
colour which appears m hrge numbers m the
fields hi autumn, and is peculiarly irn atmg to
animals and man by the tenacity with which it
attaches itself to the skin and burrows tinder
neath Probably the larvae of spinning mlten
(Trombidoids) In the U S A. they are called
chiggers
Harvest ffifooa, the full moon that occurs nearest to
the lutumn enurnox m September It rises
for several nights running about the same tune
and yields an unusually brilliant senes of
moonlight nights
Earvestmen are hke spiders members of the
arachnid class but bslong to the distinctly
different order of Phalaogida The> aie com
mon in the countryside m autumn and have
small oval bodies and eight long slender legs
which besides being mere organs oi locomotion
also act as sense organs Known as daddy
longlegs in America
Hashish, an Arabic word for the narcotic substance
prepared from the hemp plant (Cfamtiabis satiia)
It is known by a variety of names eg bliangm
India and marijuana m America
Hatchment in heraldry Is a square board, in
vertical diagonal position, placed outside a
house or on the tomb at the death of a member
of a family and so arranged that it indicates
f-fae eex and condition of the deceased
Hawfinch, a well known European bird of the
finch femily having a variegated plumage a
sturdy bill and black and white tail In
England it is found in the Midland and Eastern
Comities and locally m Scotland.
Hawk. This name is applied to almost anv
diurnal bird of prey other than eagle aieon or
vulture bnt in its strict sense applies only to
the Aeeipiter genus—the mnn.n Sparrow Hawk
and the larger Goshawk, round winged loos
tailed birds with barred under parts Thev
prey upon small birds captured in flight and
OTna.11 Tnn,trpTna,l8
Hawk moths large species of moths thick oi
body and strong of wing which fly with rapid
swooping motion, hence its name There are
numerous handsome species in Britain.
Hearth Money was a tax laid on hearths (in all
houses paying the church and poor rates)
Charles H. introduced it in 1662 and it was
repealed m the reign of William and Mary
Heat, after prolonged controversy over whether
or not heat is a substance (formerly called
caloric ) it was established In the 19th cent
that heat is a form of energy it is m fact the
combined kinetic and potential energy of the
atoms of which a body is composed Heat can
be turned into other forms of energy e a a red
hot body loses heat by radiating it m the form
of electromagnetic waves ( radiant heat —
chiefly infrared rays) Heat may also be
transferred from one place to another by con
ductionand m fluids, by convection All three
processes occur when a glowing fire heats a
room A unit Quantity of heat is the calone
which is the amount of heat sufficient to raise
the temperature of 1 gm. of water by 1 C In
general, adding heat to a body raises its tern
perature The number of calories required per
gram of material to raise the temperature 1 C is
called the syenftc- heat of the material How
ever adding heat may not raise the temperature
but may instead cause a change of state e g
from solid to hauid (melting) or liquid to gas
(evaporation) The amount of heat rectuired to

